Career Boarding Pass

From: PHYS Year 3
To: Hong Kong Observatory
TSE Kwan Shu, Tree

My one-year internship at the Hong Kong Observatory makes me realize that how Science Students can apply our questioning and logical reasoning skills to workplace. Apart from getting insights into the city’s well-established research center, it offers me a chance to equip myself with hands-on techniques which cannot be learnt from school.

You never knew how far you could go until you take the first step!

Career Boarding Pass

From: BISC Year 3
To: Home Affairs Department
WAN Lok Yiu, Samantha

I was hesitant to apply jobs which were not directly related to my major. After my internship at the Home Affairs Department, I realize that our majors should never be our limitations. All my Science’s attributes, e.g. meticulous thinking, have been applied into practice.

Practice makes perfect! Conducting job interviews can be nerve-racking, but through mock interviews by Career Advising Staff at SCI/HOME, I understand more about my strengths and weaknesses.

Remember, “All dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them!”

Career Boarding Pass

From: ENVs Year 3
To: HKETO (Singapore)
YUEN Kin Man, Ken

The best way to understand a country is to live there for a while. During my 5-week internship in the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office in Singapore, I got a taste of working with people from various cultural backgrounds in a government body. Besides, I trained up my self-management skills, since I had to handle all logistic matters by myself.

Birds living in a cage think flying is a disease. Step out of your comfort zone and you know it is worthy!

Through our career training and direct referral service, 240* internship & graduate job offers were secured to Science Students!

*Figure is still updating

Wanna be one of them? Need our referral services or interview comments? Find Ivy and Johnny at SCI/HOME! The true failure comes when you stop trying!